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	“The difference between this painter’s works and those of others: they seek to

	paint men as they appear on the outside, whereas he endeavours to paint the inner

	man, as he is on the inside.”





	
		1453: Birth of Hieronymus Van Aken in ‘s-Hertogenbosch (now Bois-le-Duc). His family,
	
		of modest origin, most likely originated from Aken (the last name Van Aken literally
	
		means “from Aken”), having lived there for more than two generations. There are
	
		documents that prove the presence in ‘s-Hertogenbosch of Bosch’s ancestors as early
	
		as the end of the 14th century. His father Anthonius Van Aken and his grandfather Jan
	
		were painters. We know that Bosch was born into a family of painters and artists, but
	
		we know nothing of his training or formal education. We can surmise that he was
	
		educated and trained by his family. The nickname Bosch obviously stems from an
	
		abbreviation of the painter’s place of origin, ‘s-Hertogenbosch.
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Programming RazorO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Take Razor for a test drive and discover first hand how this scripting syntax simplifies the way you create dynamic, data-driven websites. With this concise guide, you’ll work with Razor syntax by building example websites with Microsoft WebMatrix and ASP.NET MVC. You'll quickly learn how Razor lets you combine code and...
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The Data Access Handbook: Achieving Optimal Database Application Performance and ScalabilityPrentice Hall, 2009
Performance and scalability are more critical than ever in today’s enterprise database applications, and traditional database tuning isn’t nearly enough to solve the performance problems you are likely to see in those applications. Nowadays, 75-95% of the time it takes to process a data request is typically spent in the database...
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Applied Software Project ManagementO'Reilly, 2005
What makes software projects succeed? It takes more than a good idea and a team of talented programmers. A project manager needs to know how to guide the team through the entire software project. There are common pitfalls that plague all software projects and rookie mistakes that are made repeatedly--sometimes by the same people! Avoiding these...
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LDAP Directories Explained: An Introduction and AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2003
Directory technology promises to solve the problem of  decentralized information that has arisen with the explosion of distributed  computing. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a set of protocols  that has become the Internet standard for accessing information directories.  Until now, however, those curious about...
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Innovative Software Development in GIS (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	At a time when people use more and more geographic information and tools, the management of geographical information in software systems still holds many challenges and motivates researchers from different backgrounds to propose innovative solutions.

	Representing geographical space beyond our mere perception is key to making relevant...
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Designing Menus with Encore DVDCMP Books, 2004
Create great looking, functional menus with Encore DVD 1.5. This full-color book offers an insider's tour of the application - and your guide is the designer himself! You get all the essentials, including a concise description of the relevant DVD specifications and real-world tutorial projects that demonstrate how you can:

	Get...
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